Kann Imports
Our Story

Our 64 year
journey
with quality.

“I shall pass this way
but once, therefore
any good that I can do,
let me do it now, for I
shall not pass this way
again.”Anonymous
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Our Story begins in the 1920’s with my father, Carl Kann.

Dad was firstly a musician. He convinced his Uncle Henry into buying him his first
saxophone before he was a teenager. He squeeked and tooted through a year as the
only male member of the Guttenberg All Girls Band and discovered that music was
his “reason for living”. He loved music, all kinds and on all instruments.
His father, William, was indulgent and periodically entertained
his 5 children with a new musical
instrument. He eventually built
Lakeside, a local dance hall just
so his children could have a nice
place to enjoy the music
they all loved.
You never got tired of dancing
Dad carried this photo of Lakeside in his billfold all
his life, I suppose for the memories it entailed.
on the unique “floating” floor of
Lakeside. It was built of birdseye
maple and set on large springs. You literally “swayed” with the music on this
one of a kind dance floor.
By the time Dad finished high school, he could respond with music on just about
any instrument for over 2500 different melodies. Hum it and he could play it. He
was already playing with a professional orchestra and liked it. Disillusioned with
college, he was saved from the classroom with a telegram from Vic Myers in
Portland, Oregon inviting him to join them at the Multnomah Hotel
The Multnomah was only a
SS President McKinley
beginning for the band. They
met Captain Kohlmaster of
the Dollar Steamship Line
Carl was only 17 in 1927 at the hotel. He invited them
and about to develop a
on his next Pacific rim tour
dream.
aboard the
SS President McKinley.
The cruise was more than a musical tour for Carl. It was an enlightenment. He marveled in the
artwork, the ivory carving, the wood carving, the precious stones, the statuary at each port.
“Landing in Yokohama (1927) on a Sunday afternoon, Japanese artists were showing
and selling their wares on the dock to the passengers on the ship. I had carried with
me this picture of my father in a paper frame but it was damaged by salt water. One
of the artists, seeing the picture, asked if he could do the picture in silk. He said he
could have it finished for me on our return trip, but it was necessary for him to keep my
photo. I took a bit of teasing from my shipmates, who warned me I would most likely
never see my fathers picture again. However, on our return trip some 3 months later,
this artist was waiting for me on dockside holding up this picture for me to identify.
The cost was $2.00. It taught me to have a trust in humans that has inspired me all my
life.” Carl Kann

Dad met his inspiration on this cruise ship in the form of Captain
John Wanamaker, who traveled the world to purchase art and art
crafts for his Philadelphia department store. Captain John was
intrigued by Dad’s youth and capability as a musician. He and Dad
visited every evening after dinner and music, Captain John with his
cigar and Dad listening intently to his stories. Captain John gave
Dad his first piece of advise. “Make a lovely place and your
customers will come to you”. It became Dad’s dream.
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The dream was planted but the timing was wrong.
The economy of the 1930’s was suffering under a depression and even a
musician couldn’t find meaningful work.
Instead, Dad made the most serious decision of his life. He married
Mom, Juanita. They remained “Sweethearts” for more that 65 years, but
it was a rough start in the middle of the Great Depression.
They had a song in the 1930’s. Something about “two could live as
cheaply as one”. They lied. You have to work twice as hard.

Mom became the corner stone
upon which Dad anchored.

More meaningful: The Chinese have a
saying, “without rice, even the
cleverest housewife cannot cook.”

For years his dream was just that, a dream of the
beautiful artwork that was waiting for his discovery.

Finally, in 1947, returned from his tour of duty, Dad &
Mom, took their savings and ventured for their dream
By the time 3 children had arrived (Lee July 20, 1933, Barexperiment. They used the small building next to their
home on River Park Drive in Guttenberg IA just across bara Aug 23, 1935, and Steven Feb 4, 1942) World War II
needed soldiers. Dad was drafted into the Navy in 1943.
the street from the Mississippi River.
Dad built the first cabinets for
We were on our way!
display. Mom set up the displays,
and I, only 14, helped paint,
waxed floors and made signs.
It was bottom-up learning.

about 1949

Fu
Lu
Shou

the Three Stars
Gods of Blessings,
Prosperity
and Longevity

The Rice pattern from
China is
a centuries old design.
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We began our first advertising efforts
“Choose a job you love, and you will
long before the computer was imagined. never have to work a day in your life.”
I made the drawings, black and white
Confucius
line drawings, for our first newsletters.
There were long hours at
my drawing board.

I was learning and having
fun at it. I didn’t realize I
was “working”.

There were woodcarvings from Italy.

St Andrew
Adoring Angel
by Fontanini

As wood and carvers became more scarce we found the
wood-like figures of Fontanini. Poured in a new type of
resin product that looked like wood, the Fontanini figures
were unbreakable and still affordable. Great for children to
learn about the Nativity.
Some of the first merchandise we found was by a new artist,
Berta Hummel, introduced by W. Goebel German porcelain
company. Berta Hummel was actually a nun, Sister Maria Innocentia, from the town of Siessen Germany. She had studied
art before she joined the convent in the 1930’s.

Berta grew up with a pencil and paper in her hands.
Sometimes Berta’s ideas came to her so fast as a child
she earned the name of “Das Hummele” or the “Bumblebee”, because she darted around so quickly trying to
do everything at once. W. Goebel eventually used the
Bumblebee as her signature on her early figures.

We don’t realize how difficult it
was for Europe to recover from
WWII. It was twice as difficult for
the nuns who had had their livelihood of teaching slowly closed
to them by the Nazi government.
Sister Innocentia augmented the
convent income with drawings of
the children in her care for post
cards and thus began her
momentous career.
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Rounded cheeks, softly shaded, chubby hands
in trouser pockets, tiny feet in oversized shoes.
These were the images Berta drew.

Sister Innocentia passed away on November 6, 1946
as a result of chronic tuberculosis. Her drawings
remained with the convent. W. Goebel used these
drawings to create the 3 dimentional figures that we
all know so well. In other words, Berta never really
saw her drawings in the 3 dimentional figures that we
all know.
The German Hummel factory was closed in October 2008 but it doesn’t diminish the impact Berta
made on the world of art craft.

Berta
Hummel

Dad’s German contact, Herman, was anxious to display his many beautiful
steins in the United Nations building in New York city. Herman brought from
Germany for his New York display this “largest beer stein in the world”, many
heavy stoneware steins, and some very artistic stein creations. BUT very few
customers went to the upper floors to visit the many delegations from around
the world. Herman became frustrated as he watched his rent in the U.N. building increase with few sales to help pay. A quick call to Dad: “Carl, I just hate to
ship all these beautiful steins back to Germany. Could you take them?” “Sure,
send them out” was Dad’s reply. And we received some of the most beautiful
stein creations I’ve ever seen. The only one left from this original collection is
this “largest stein in the world”. The others were and are enjoyed by
our customers somewhere in the U.S.

Dad knew a little German from childhood and
developed contacts in
Germany that were influential for years to come.

There were also mechanical hand
carved Cuckoo Clocks from the
black forest of Germany.

The cuckoo
bird sang on
the hour and
many times
there were
It was about this same time that a porcelain dancers or aniartist from Italy came upon the scene. He mals to dance
Todays electronic
was Antonio Borsato. He used porcelain with the music.
cuckoo clock plays
clay by hand molding and shaping many of
music and nevers
the parts of the figure so the ending result
needs winding.
was exquisitely detailed fine porcelain.
Borsato figures have
an empathy, touching
and real. You wanted
to sit beside them and
“Golden Years”
hear their story. You can
imagine yourself in a
similar situation.

Many of these finds of years ago are
museum pieces today. Choose carefully and you’ll be able to surround yourself with lovely things all your life.

Antonio Borsato was tragically killed in a car accident
in 1982 suddenly ending a mushrooming career. He
is sometimes called the “Michelangelo of the 20th
century”.

It runs on
batteries.

After Borsato’s death, some of his
students carried on the craft. Some,
such as Venere, became quite good
but none reached the fame of their
master craftsman.
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Mom and I began collecting bells.

Indonesia

Mexico

Holland
Mexico

antique
hotel call
bell

We discovered people who collect something, anything, have
a directed interest and become more interesting themselves as
their knowledge and collection expands. Our bell collection
took us around the world in design and history.

Go on, “Live your passion!”

www.kannimports.com

There were lots of fun moments like when I caught
Dad and Mom on their “bicycle for two”.

We tried all
different ways
of advertising. The most
fun were the
pictures.
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My first son, Steve (Dec
23, 1961), was born
before my husband and
I left for Brazil. While
I worked in the store he
was often caught sleeping
in a basket beneath a display table. Once in Brazil
he took the Portuguese
language right in stride
and loved the carnivals.
It was a customer sometime in the early 1950’s who pointed
We used this
photo of Mom out to us how beautiful it was in Guttenberg in the fall of the
and Dad on
year. She was from Chicago and she loved to come to Gutthe donkey in
tenberg. She asked us at Kann Imports to drop her a card when
our
the
leaves started to turn color. We didn’t think much about it at
Kannogram
and suggested the time. We often tuned into customer requests, so along about
you come see October 5th we pulled out her name and address and dropped
us “anyway her a card. Mom wondered if some other customers might also
you can”.
like to know about the lovely colors of our fall so we dug out a
few more names and addresses, about 100 cards that first year,
all hand written, hand addressed and stamped. We got back to
work in the store and nearly forgot about the cards until WOW,
one Sunday afternoon there was fanfare at the front door. We
looked up from the counter in the back to see this wonderful
lady maneuvering through the customers in the aisle holding
this gorgeous strawberry whipped cream cake aloft! It was the
first whipped cream cake I had ever seen and I’ll never forget
it. This wonderful customer was saying “thank you” for dropping her the card. The practice of the cards grew each year and
before long we were hand addressing over 6,000 cards.

We try to keep a nice
assortment of crystal on
our internet site, however the best assortment
is in the store.

Mom and I were horrified back in the 1950’s when our contact from
Germany proceeded to show us those terribly expensive crystal cordials
for the outrageous price of $6.95 each. “How can anyone afford those?”
asked my thrifty mother. She had just weathered the great Depression,
you know. Herman took a deep breath and very patiently explained, “Juanita, how many occasions do you have each year? a birthday, Valentine’s Day, an anniversary, another birthday,
Christmas. You Americans have to have everything instantaneously. Take your time and enjoy
your collection!”. T’was some of the best advice we ever had!

First from Germany, and
then more from Poland
then more from the
Czech Republic.
It was all
beautiful!

There was crystal.......
brilliant, elegant, for
every occasion.

for butter or cheese.

Even if it’s as simple as a drink of
wine or a snatch of butter from an
elegant container of crystal, it can give
quality to your life and make it
“just a little bit nicer”.
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cloisonne bell
from China

Developed to its perfection, this bowl has
no metal backing and shows only the glazing of the cloisonne with open portions to
emphasize the design.

I took Mom to China with
me in the late ‘80’s. We
re-discovered what Dad had
found in the late ‘20’s.

Decorative cloisonne
was used by the
Chinese on metal long
before the development
of porcelain in Europe.

And in New Delhi, India......awaiting the birth of my
2nd son, Thomas, May 12, 1968

Prayer
Wheel

They sold their wares on the streets of
India. This is where I met them for the
first time.

We didn’t realize at the time but many
of our selections would eventually be
museum quality.

By 1960 the Tibetans were
being displaced to northern
India from their home in the
Himalayas. They brought
with them their bells, prayer
wheels, bowls and stories.
While the world ignored their
plight, the Dalai Lama came
forward to teach us to tolerate
each other.

I brought many of their
artifacts home for display.
The Tibetans understand
the music of the bell.
“Om Mani Padme Hum”

I learned that just because
it’s broken does not relagate it to trash. Museums
all over the world are filled
with fragments and broken
treasures, all the more
valuable because they’re
broken.
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When you listen to the “singing
bowl” you must imagine yourself
high in the Himalaya’s with bells
calling to the wind and the soft
chant of the monks in the distance.

Our chimes are so
well tuned
and beautiful
sounding, many
claim listening to
them can lower
anxiety and create
a healthy state of
mind.

Smiling Buddha

I studied the “way of the
Buddha” while in
Thailand and Malaysia
and was overwhelmed with
history while in India.

“Die Probe
eines
Genusses
ist seines
Erinnerung”.

Painting pictures inside objects is a peculiar
Chinese traditional painting craft. It originated from painted pictures made inside of
snuff bottles. It takes a very delicate hand.
We found these lovely containers and then
realized they’re actually fragrance lamps.
Gorgeous!

Our rooms are filled with treasures, too many to
display in a booklet. Come and enjoy our ambiance
among some of the worlds most lovely creations.
It’s a quick tour of the world.

I studied how to use
the abacus and wrote
a booklet on it so our
customers could also
understand the beads.

Inside Art
Painting
The transition
from the
Snuff Bottle to a
Fragrance Lamp by
Ne’Qwa.

The designs are painted
with a hair brush
“inside” the bottle.

Now we come to the point of my story. The decisions we make in life don’t
seem important at the time. Should we eat a hamburger or a salad. Should I spend the
evening with this person or that person. But EVERY decision we make is crucial in the
patterns we eventually make in our life. They will keep us healthy or sick. They put us
in good company or poor company. Just as Dad was sent on his journey in the 20’s and
I was sent on mine to Brazil, India and eventually to many points in Asia, those simple
decisions early on, can also make your life a fascinating journey surrounded by quality.
It’s those simple decisions early on that lay your pathway.
“Happy journey and good living” from Barbara
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Along came

Jim Shore

Jim put a kitty in the
arms of an angel, a
puppy in the arms of
santa and birds on the
snowman.

Everyone loves
Jim Shore

Jim gave the quilt
pattern a whole
new demension
and it was his
grandmother who
gave him his direction.

Jim
Shore

From
Santas to
the Easter
Bunny,
Jim’s characters are
precious
and loveable.

Jim Shore grew up in rural South Carolina, the son
of artistic parents who instilled a love of traditional
values. His grandmother was a master quilter who
taught him patience and an appreciation for the “I am continually
amazed at the simplicintricate patterns needed in quilting.
ity in a quilt design.”
Jim Shore

“I’ve been given a tremendous gift and I
thank God for it every day.” Jim Shore

North Star Express
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Jim created a charming, innovative
style of Americana all his own.

Mom, Juanita Kann (July 20, 1910) passed
away on Dec 13, 2000. Dad, Carl Kann
(March 16, 1910) passed away on Jan 2,
2001. It was a difficult holiday season for
us, but they left us with so many wonderful memories, it was only natural that my
son, Thomas, and I continued in our quest
for quality. We definitely believe Confucius: “Do that which you love and you’ll
never have to work a day in your life.

Circle of Love
Kim is most famous
for her wedding
cake top figures.

We include
an info card
with each
of our
selections.
Kim Lawrence, a midwest artist,
was so overwhelmed by the love
that surrounded her when her first
child was born, she celebrated the
occasion with a simple all white
figure and called it

Circle of Love”.
Circle of Love
was an instant
success and
started Kim on
a career that
doesn’t want to
end.

Kim’s latest success is her series of “Pillars”
that look like wood, depicting the Nativity.
We created our own web site in the mid-90’s and
continue to do our own updating and expanding.

Kim Lawrence

It’s our own “labor of love”.

www.kannimports.com
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Pipka is a living inspirational story. She came to this
country with her parents as a 5 year old refugee after
WWII. She taught for many years and then through her
study of Santa and the encouragement of her mother, she
discovered the “gift giver” in our many cultures and chose
to depict him in the many different forms.

Did you ever hear how Pipka
received her name? It means
“little yellow chick”. The nurse
who brought her as a baby
in the hospital to her waiting
mother was giving her a gentle
name of endearment. The
name just stuck.

Pipka

is one of the most charming
artists I’ve ever met and is a constant source of inspiration to me.

Pipka drew her first Santa for her mother. Mother
remained one of her greatest supporters.

Pipka

We include the story with every item that leaves the
store. We think it’s important to know
what you’re purchasing.
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Our latest discovery is the Franz

Created by artists that like to
surprise you with shapes and designs
from nature, we think it’s going to be
something special for a long time.

Porcelain.

and it’s quality
porcelain.
Giraffe
Vase

Franz

Tiger
Vase
From porcelain flowers in jewelry to porcelain animal vases to
fine porcelain pitchers and cups
and saucers....it’s quality.
Another interesting story
is the development of

Belleek of Ireland.

There’s a saying on Wall Street;
“The bear makes money. The
bull makes money, but the pig
never does.” Here’s a little
reminder in delicate Belleek for
your office.

John Bloomfield was
visiting one of his tenant
farmers near the little
town of Belleek when
he noticed an unusually
brilliant coat of whiteWith the help of exwash on some of the
perts, the feldspathfence posts. The tenant ic clay was eventualfarmer showed him the ly developed into the
pit from which he had
famous china, thin
obtained the the lime.
and delicate with a

mother-of-pearl
like glaze.

Belleek of Ireland

The first thing Mr Bloomfield decided in 1857 was
that any piece of Belleek with the slightest flaw
should be destroyed. Today, 150 years later, this
golden rule is still strictly adhered to.

The result is perfection.
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The story of fine porcelain begins with the
Chinese in about 600 A.D. for they were the
first to discover the kaolin clays required to
produce it. The spice traders of the middle
ages marketed these first bowls and vases to
the kings and royalty of Europe and before
long the very term “China” was used to
describe any bowl or dish in porcelain.
The Europeans were not to be outdone and
soon developed their own quality porcelain
products.
It was the insight of Harald Bing, owner of
Within a few years, in
We need only look at the Danish
Bing & Grondahl in Denmark, who cre1908,
Royal Copenhagen
ated the phenomenon of collecting. Bing & tradition of Christmas gift-giving to
created their first plate
Grondahl created their 1st Annual Plate in understand how Denmark became
called “Madonna and
1895, called “Behind the Frozen Window”. the creator of the annual plate. It
Child”.
had long been the custom to distribAfter Christmas that year, Mr Bing inute Christmas gifts of food to the
formed his shocked employees to break the
families
living on and working their
mold thereby creating a “limited” edition.
lands. These gifts developed even
Bing & Grondahl
greater value because they arrived
expanded their annual
on a decoratively painted plate.
plates to a Mother’s
Families kept these plates, displayed
Day in 1969 with
them in their homes and gave them
“Dog and Puppies”.
as items of inheritance.

And so our collection continued.....

Mom and I carefully kept the story of these wonderful plates
each year. A new page can be added to the book each year telling of the story of the current plate.

We met another family on our journey for
quality, the Merck family. They are the
creators of Old World hand blown glass
ornaments just like those of years ago.

Old World Ornaments are affordable, hand
crafted and created with exceptional attention
to detail. They’re top quality, the kind you’ll
like to give to your grandchildren.
From story book characters
to birds and animals,
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from angels to
snowmen, a
pickle
and santas,

from halloween to
easter to Christmas, Old World
ornaments are
exceptional.

Old World Ornaments

Sometimes you just want to spend time
with something elegant.
We’re here. Come enjoy with us.

Though we weren’t around when Rene Lalique created his
first crystal jewelry in 1885, we soon discovered the very
finest of crystals......and it was created in France by the
family Lalique.

Pair of Cats

Lalique

Unique for its smooth
frosted surface, Lalique is
an art crystal that is unsurpassed for the past century.

Marie-Claude Lalique has been called the
“magician” of crystal.
To understand Lalique you must “pet” the
surface. I keep the pair of cats on hand just for
understanding. It’s an experience.

Lladro

Many of our Lladro
figures are in the
classic bisque.

The three Lladro brothers, Juan, Jose and Vincente of
Spain could have ended up on the family farm if it had
not been for the intervention of their mother. Their

mother recognized their artistic passion
and encouraged the brothers to study art at
the Valencia School of Arts. By 1951 they had

built their own kiln. Within only a few years they had
founded the Lladro Porcelain Company. With the help
No artist in the
of a chemist they developed the technique required
world does the
to vitrify porcelain. Using these high temperatures
human body quite
they were soon able to incorporate the delicate
as well as Lladro. flowers and decorations they are best known for.
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Kann Imports

528 S River Park Dr Box 730
Guttenberg IA 52052
563-252-2072 800-252-2072

www.kannimports.com
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